
VERY LIGHT JETS, commonly known as VLJs, were sup-

posed to change the way we fly. When artist renderings of

modern VLJs appeared a decade ago, aviation prognostica-

tors proclaimed a demand for “tens of thousands” of the

small, economical aircraft by 2018, bringing jet service to

virtually every backwater that offered up at least 3,000 feet

of pavement, a gas pump and a mid-level manager who

needed to conquer the world. Putting this in perspective,

there are about 16,000 business jets of all types in service

in the U.S. at present.

When aviation analyst Richard Aboulafia called one VLJ

manufacturer “a dot-com with wings” a few years ago, he

wasn’t being complimentary. He was talking meltdown. 

Indeed, the mad dash to the VLJ “pot of gold” has strewn

some spectacular wreckage short of the rainbow and sacri-

ficed hundreds of millions, perhaps billions, of investor dol-

lars on the pyre; a collection of companies with cool-sound-

ing names have been quarterbacked by flamboyant CEOs

with pockets full of grand predictions, but not enough capi-

tal or know-how to go the distance. Within a few years, most

of them were lined up like 737s mosh-pitted on an O’Hare

taxiway, on their way to shuttered doors and/or bankruptcy

court, their artful mockups dumped in landfills.

Over the last decade, the roster of the VLJ dead has

included ATG, Avocet, Century Jet, Safire, Visionaire and

Vantage (son of Visionaire). Just recently, another compa-

ny, Adam, was bought at bankruptcy auction, but it still

faces an uncertain future. Meanwhile, Sino Swearingen, the

granddaddy of modern VLJ projects (began in 1989) just

received U.S. approval for an 80-percent buyout by a Dubai

investment firm.

Since the 1950s, countless other new and established

aircraft companies have proposed and even built VLJ-cate-

gory aircraft–serious competitors like Gulfstream, with its

Peregrine in 1985, and the not-so-serious (space precludes

listing them all). Some companies have even considered

selling VLJs as kits that people could assemble in their

garages. None of those designs has made it to market. 

Finally, 54 years after the first incarnation of the very

light jet flew (the two-seat French SIPA 200 Minijet), the

first VLJ received full FAA certification–the Cessna Citation

Mustang, in November 2006. Eclipse followed suit shortly

thereafter with its Model 500. (The 500 had received “pro-

visional” certification, meaning it could be flown only under

certain conditions, in July 2006.) 

But by then, the term “VLJ” had acquired such a nega-

tive panache that manufacturers were running away from it.

When I termed a $2.7 million Citation Mustang a VLJ, the

company’s vice president of sales, Roger Whyte, gently cor-

rected me, saying, “We call it an entry-level jet.” Meanwhile,

Alan Klapmeier, Cirrus Design’s chairman, calls the “around

$1 million” single-engine, seven-seater his company is

developing a “personal” jet.   

Careful word selection has always been a hallmark of

good marketing. Vern Raburn, Eclipse’s CEO, labels his

company’s airplane “disruptive technology.” In 2005,

Raburn told me, “In the high-tech business, the nonexis-

tence of a market and a product for it is viewed as an

opportunity. It’s like, ‘Cool, no competition.’ In aviation, the

nonexistence of a market or product is used to say it can’t

or shouldn’t exist. Remember the old Paul Simon song,

‘One Man’s Ceiling Is Another Man’s Floor’? Well, that is

how I could characterize aviation.”

So hype aside, are VLJs–or whatever you care to call

them–living up to predictions? 

“Certainly, hype can fog the issue,” said Cirrus’

Klapmeier. “There was never going to be an airplane in

every garage by the 1940s nor a VLJ in every garage by

2000. But yeah, I think they [VLJs] will live up to the prom-

ise in the long run. The technology is real.”

Still, projects continue to run late and many observers

remain skeptical. Witness the Eclipse, which fell three years

behind its initial schedule. Raburn isn’t shy, and his flam-

boyant predictions, coupled with Eclipse’s late perform-

ance, made him and the company easy targets for critics. 

The most visible is a blog called “eclipseaviationcritic.”

So vociferous and unrelenting is the criticism there that

Eclipse earlier this year initiated legal action to discover the

identity of the bloggers, a step that could presumably lead

to litigation. Raburn blasted the bloggers for “materially

damaging” the company. Much of the site consists of press

releases and letters to customers and employees from

Eclipse that the bloggers delight in lampooning. 

The good news for Eclipse is that it rolled 98 airplanes

out the door last year and 55 during the first quarter of this

year. Production is improving both in terms of rate and

quality, and most of the company’s supplier disputes are

behind it. Staffing is up to 1,800 and Eclipse trains 60 new
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AN APPROACHING VLJ TSUNAMI?
A summary of recent VLJ programs (kit manufacturers not included).

Delivered In Flight Test In Development Canceled/Dormant

Cessna Citation Mustang Diamond D-Jet Cirrus Vision SJ50 Adam A700

Eclipse 500 Eclipse 400 Epic Elite Jet Aerostar F-33

Sino Swearingen SJ30 Embraer Phenom 100 Excel Sport-Jet ATG Javelin

Epic Victory PiperJet Avocet Projet

HondaJet* Century Jet

Spectrum S-33* EV-20 Vantage (Visionaire) 

Safire

WHEN AN AVIATION 

ANALYST CALLED ONE VLJ

MANUFACTURER “A 

DOT-COM WITH WINGS,”

HE WASN’T BEING 

COMPLIMENTARY. HE WAS

TALKING MELTDOWN. 

* Although these airplanes are considered by many to be VLJs, BJT places them in the small-cabin (light) jet category, based on their larger cabin volumes.




